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ABSTRACT

Three of the Gas Explosive Simulation Technique experiments
. conducted by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory during November

1973 were observed optically. Dimensional and radiometric re-
Cuction of data recorded in the visible, near-infrared, and
infrared spectral regions resulted in diameters, altitudes, and

—peak brightness temperatures that were compared with 2D hydro-
dynamic calculations. We found good agreement between the ob-
servations and the YAQUI computations.

--------------------- - ---------

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In a cooperative effort with the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL), Kirtland

AFB, Groups J-10 and T-3 of the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory (LASL) participated

in the experimental observation and theo-

retical analysis of three Gas Explosive

Simulation Technique (GEST) experiments

conducted during November 1973. The GEST

experiments, designed to simulate atmospher-

ic nuclear weapons effects, were performed

in Coyote Canyon, south of Manzano Base,

Albuquerque, NM.

In the period following the Limited Nu–

clear Test Ban, the requirement for the En-

ergy Research and Development Administration

(ERDA) laboratories to provide the defense

community with more complete descriptions of

nuclear weapons effects has continued in the

absence of actual atmospheric tests. Com-

plex numerical computer programs have been

built to predict these effects, many of

which were unrecognized at the time of the

test ban. Also, numerous laboratory and

field experiments have been designed to sim-

ulate specific features of these weapons ef-

fects and to verify the ability of various

computer codes to describe the observed ef-

fects.

The performance of the GEST experiments

by AFWL gave LASL the opportunity to observe

a new simulation technique and to compare

the results with theoretical output from ex-

isting computer codes. Designed primarily

to simulate the late-time hydrodynamic be-

havior of a nuclear explosion in the atmos-

phere, GEST used large balloons that were

filled with explosive methane and oxygen

mixtures and centrally detonated. Three ex-

plosions were observed: a 1.8-m-diam rubber

balloon (RB) with a 26-MJ predicted yield

and two 9.7-m–diam Mylar balloons, MB-1 and
..

MB–2, with 4-GJ predicted

Optical observations

infrared spectral regions

site 457.3-m ground range

yields.

in the visible and

were made at a

from the subevent
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point. Although data were obtained for all

three events, our analyses has been primar-

ily confined to the larger MB-1 and MB-2

explosions. After reviewing the data, the

six immediate conclusions are:

(1) ??ireballand cloud dimensions

measured in the photographic visible and

near-infrared agreed reasonably well with

similar measurements made at 5 and 10.5 ~m

during the first 10 s. Differences observ-

ed could be attributed to operator adjust-

ments or data reduction techniques.

(2] The gross geometric properties

of MB-1 and MB-2, i.e., altitude, diameter,

balloon fragment cloud, etc., were virtu-

ally identical through the first 20 s. How-

ever, the morphologies of the two clouds

were entirely different; MB-1 formed a “pic-

ture book” torus, whereas MB-2 formed an

amorphous blob.

(3] The LASL 2D hydrodynamic program

YAQUI successfully predicted the detailed

behavior of MB-1.

(4) Peak brightness temperatures mea-

sured by two infrared framing instruments,

one with peak sensitivity at 5 pm and one

at 10.5 pm, were in excellent agreement.

(51 The peak temperature predicted by

YAQUI at early times agreed with that mea-

sured with the infrared instrumentation.

Differences at later times between theoreti-

cal and experimental temperature data are

easily reconciled by considerations of the

cloud’s optical thickness.

(6) YAQUI was designed to calculate

much larger explosions. Agreement between

the YAQUI results and the GEST experimental

data supports confidence in the programming

inherent to YAQUI and in the ability of gas-

filled balloons to simulate certain hydrody-

namic nuclear weapons effects.

In Sec. 11, we describe the photograph-

ic instrumentation and compare the spatial

measurements with computed predictions. In

Sec. 111, we describe the infrared instru-

mentation and report the experimental spa-

tial and temperature measurements. In Sec.

IV, we describe the YAQUI program and its

application to the low-yield GEST experi-

ments. The Appendix contains infrared and

visible images of MB-1 and MB-2.

II. PHOTOGRAPHIC AND TELEVISION INSTRUMEN-

TATION AND RESULTS

The photographic instrumentation was

used to record the gross dimensional fea-

tures of the explosions. Two cameras, a

pulsed model CA-75 and a fast-framing

Mitchell, were used. The CA-75, installed

on a fixed optical mount and with its wide

field-of-view, recorded cloud altitude data.

The Mitchell, on a tracking optical mount

and with a smaller field-of-view, recorded

cloud dimensions.

The tracking system installed in the

diagnostic trailer was identical to those

now used in the ERDA/USAF NC-135 aircraft.

The system is capable of pointing accuracy

near O.1° and of driving up to 14 individual

tracking nmunts; here only 4 mounts were

used. An operator observed the GEST events

in real time using the IRV-1 Vidicon televi-

sion system (spectral sensitivity 0.8-1.1

pm) and manually controlled the instrument

pointing. Table I gives operational details

of the optical instrumentation.

Using standard techniques developed

for analysis of nuclear weapons effects,

the photographic data were reduced by EG&G

Inc., Los Alamos Operations. The results

for the two larger events are shown in Figs.

1 and 2. Also shown are the results pre-

dicted by YAQUI. The theoretical and ex-

perimental results show excellent agreement.

III. INFRARED IMAGING INSTRUMENTATION

AND RBSULTS

We used three infrared imaging cameras,

manufactured by the AGA Corporation, Sweden,

to observe the GEST explosions. Two Model

680 cameras were operated at 16 fps. One

had an .TnSbdetector whose maximum sensitivi-

ty was near 5 pm (SAGA); the other had a

HgCdTe detector that was most sensitive near

10.5 pm (MGA). The third camera (BAGA), a

Model 750 also with an InSb detector, was

.
.
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TABLE 1
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Fig. 1. Altitude measured from visual
camera records for MB-1 and MS-2
and calculated by YAQUI.

operated at 25 fps in an at-coupled mode

that precludes absolute calibration. All

were mounted on trackers and followed the

ascent of the clouds.

Cloud diameters extracted from the in-

frared records are presented in Figs. 3 and

4. Comparison with the optical results

.
Event
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Fig. 2.
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Cloud diameter from Mitchell cam-
era records compared with YAQUI
predictions.

shows general agreement, but also(Fig. 2)

some interesting differences. The most im-

portant”differences show the distribution

of hot, emitting gas observed by SAGA and

IAGA vs the distribution of material that

scattered sunlight and was recorded photo-

graphically. At 5 and 10.5 pm, scattered

sunlight makes a negligible contribution.

After N 3 e, thermal radiation from hot gas

was negligible in the visible and near-

infrared wavelength bands. At early
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Fig. 3. Cloud dkmeters for MB-I, as deter-
mined from infrared cameras, com-
pared with YAQUI predictions.

times for the MB-1 experiment (t < 3 s) ,

the dynamic range of the infrared instm-

ments was too small, resulting in artifi-

cially large, saturated images. Between 3

and 15 s, the visible and infrared diameters

are similar. After 15 s, the infrared im-

ages are smaller, suggesting that the gas

emitting above threshold levels was more

concentrated than the scattering material.

For MB-2, the infrared dimensions are

in good agreement both with the photographic

data at early times and with the infrared

results from MB-1 at later times.

Maximum brightness temperature histor-

ies were obtained from the SAGA (S-pm) and

LAGA (10.5-Mm) records. A blackbody source

corrected for atmospheric absorption was

assumed. The results are presented in

Figs. 5 and 6. These maximum brightness

temperatures are lower limits to the max-

imum interior gas temperatures because the

fireball is optically thick. At early

times the fireballs are nearly isothermal,

thus the temperatures sensed may actually

be the peak interior temperatures. At

later times, the temperature of the cloud’s

interior is obscured by the cooler and opti-

cally thick exterior. The brightness tem-

peratures observed by the two cameras for

1- MB-2 -i

80

l-:
A SAGA
o LAGA

—YAQUI

60

A#$4A

40 ~t+%if+’”” ““ 00”

.
.

*
●

o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Time (s)

*Fig. 4. Cloud diameters for MB-2, as deter-
mined from infrared cameras, com-
pared with YAQUI predictions.

both events are in excellent agreement, sug-

gesting that thermal continuum emission

rather than line or band emission was ob-

served.

Iv. YAQUI CALCULATIONS

YAQUI, a LASL-developed compuker pro-

gram,’r2 is used to solve the nonviscous hy-

drodynamic equations in cylindrical geometry.

A computing grid with general quadrilateral

cells is defined. Velocity components are

defined at the cell vertices, whereas state

variables (mass density, specific internal

energy, pressure, etc.) are defined at the

cell centers. Each computational cycle ad-

vances the solution in three steps or phases.

Phase 1 provides an explicit Lagrangian 80-

lution of the mass and momentum conservation

equations. The second phase performs an it-

eration to advance the pressure accelerations

to the advanced time level. Thi8 procedure

eliminates the usual Courant-like time-step

criterion that restricts sound wave propaga-

tion to less than one cell width and replaces

it with an accuracy criterion that only re-

quires that material not move more than one

cell width. The third phase allows the com-

puting grid to be reconfigured. If the new

vertex positions are different from those

t
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.Fig. 5. Brightness temperatures derived
from infrared cameras for MB-1.

resulting from the Lagrangian calculations

of Phase 2, convective fluxes are computed

to explain the transfer of mass, momentum,

and energy between adjacent cells.

Captain Matuska, AFWL, supplied results

of a one-dimensional calculation of the
3

methane-oxygen explosion. These results

were used to define initial conditions.

The initial YAQUI mesh had 10 cells across

the fireball diameter. Velocity components,

specific internal energies, and mass densi-

ties were interpolated from Matuska’s re-

sults
3
to the appropriate positions in the

YAQUI mesh. Ideally, one should use a two-

fluid method to differentiate air from the

explosion products. In this case, however,

two single-fluid calculations were perform-

ed, one using the equation of state appro-

priate to air and one to explosion products

everywhere in the mesh. Comparison of re-

sults showed no appreciable geometry dif-

ferences, but substantial temperature dif-

ferences. An AFWL two-fluid calculation 3

shows similar geometric results. The re-

sults presented below are from the calcu-

lation using the explosion-product equation

of state.

g
= 1000—

A

s ‘A
g 800 —
E 0

~ 600 -
00

~

0% A

g 400 - ~A

=
m %

- SAGA background
00 AA

g A

0 0

2 LAGA background
200 -

IOOLU—L——J
o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

Fig. 6.

Time (s)

Brightness temperatures derived
from infrared cameras for MB-2.

observed geometric results are de-The

scribed in Sec. II (Figs. 1 and 2). The

agreement between the theoretical predic-

tions of marker-material location and the

visible data is extraordinary.

YAQUI calculates specific internal en-

ergy rather than temperature. Figure i’

shows the maximum predicted temperatures ob-

tained using a cv-table for a C02 and H20

mixture to convert the calculated specific

internal energy to temperature. The infra-

red peak brightness temperatures described

in Sec. III are also shown. After detona-

tion, the fireball is thought to be well-

approximated by an isothermal sphere, and

the brightness temperature and maximum

temperature should be identical. There

is excellent agreement between the computed

postdetonation maximum temperature and the

MB-2 data. At later times, various effects

(noted in Sec. III) make the brightness

temperature a lower limit to the fireball

temperature. The YAQUI results are even

lower than the lower limit brightness temp-

eratures, indicating that either the calcu-

lation suffered numerical diffusion or the

equation of state used was too simple.
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Fig. 7. Brightness temperatures for ME-1
and MS-2 from infrared records com-
pared with calculated temperatures.

Figure 8 shows the maximum specific in-

ternal energy history. Comparison with

other calculations shows that the breakup

of the top of the fireball is marked by a

sharp change in slope of the Imax curve;

for the GEST experiments, this time is 2 s.

We note that the peak temperature gradient

is a lower limit at 18 K/cm. This value is

near the peak mean gradient measured by the

TRW hot-wire anemometer experiment. 4
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Fig. 8. Maximum specific internal energy
from YAQUI calculation.
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APPENDIX

OPTICAL AND INFRARED IMAGES

Near-infrared (Mitchell camera) , 5-pm

(SAGA), and 10.5-um (LAGA) images of MB-l

(Figs. A-l-A-6) and MB-2 (Figs. A-7-A-12)

are presented. All pictures were repro-

duced at a 1 mm = 1 m scale at the source.

Slight pointing differences from camera to

camera result in slightly different center-

ing of the clouds.

Brightness differences between the SAGA

and LAGA images at a given time for one

event were caused by camera adjustment rath-

er than source differences. The peak bright-

ness temperatures at 5 and 10.5 pm are vir-

tually identical (see Sec. III). Also, the

LAGA and SAGA images show similar structures.

As discussed in Sec. III, I.AGAand SAGA

detected self-luminous gas, whereas the

visible and near-infrared cameras detected

scattered sunlight. At all times, there is

considerable similarity between the SAGA,

LAGA, and near-infrared records. However,

at late times there are “thin wisps” in the

visible records that are hot and also “dense

regions” that are cool. Intuition might

suggest that “thin wisps” should be cool

and “dense regions” hot.

There are considerable differences be-

tween the MB-1 and MB-2 clouds. BY 6 s, the

SAGA and LAGA records show that MB-1 had

formed a well-defined, tilted vortex ring.

There is some evidence in the records at

15 s that MB-2 had begun to form a torus,

however it soon began to disperse. At 30 S,

MB-1 still displayed a highly organized flow

field.
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